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DENVER GARDEN RAILWAY SOCIETY

NEWSLETTER
The Denver Garden Railway Society is a non-profit organization dedicated to the education,
promotion and enjoyment of all aspects of garden railroading.
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Hobo Brunch
The Hobo Brunch Group
meets on the 2nd Saturday of
every month at 8:30 a.m.
Next meeting July 10 at
Valley Inn. Just show up, no
reservations are necessary!

As I write this column, June is almost behind us and what
a spectacular month it was. Many of our members
attended the NGRC 2021 in Nashville and were surprised
at the amount of layouts, clinics and overall hospitality
that the Nashville Garden Railroad Group displayed.
Closer to home, our group had its first weekend of layout
tours which were very successful. Unfortunately, I was
not able to host due to being on vacation in San Diego,
but I did get to see a garden railway at the San Diego
Model Railroad Museum.

L o c a t i o n : “ Va l l e y I n n ,
1997 S. Wadsworth Blvd.”
Contact Byron & Marta Fenton
at 303-936-0920 with
questions.

With the heat flirting in the triple digits, many of us are
spending more time outside working on our railways or
rolling stock, but don’t forget to come out and partake in
our club events at the CRRM, or participate in a layout
tour.
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Welcome to DGRS
New Members

July 2021
Our board members are looking forward to hosting a
terrific picnic, that will include an auction and swap meet.
This will be followed up by our July layout tours and an
Ice Cream Social at the end of the month.

Anne & William Griffith
angriffith@gmail.com
Scott & Alyssa Sorensen

scsorensen@protonmail.com

Brian Moon
lunatech49@gmail.com

DGRS Library
DGRS has a library of
Books, Magazines, and
DVD's about Garden
Railroading, and railroading
in general. Members may
checkout and borrow these
items. The list is here:
DVD Video and Audio Library
If desired, you may contact
Keith Pershing at
pershingsperch@q.com for
more information.

I look forward to seeing each and everyone of you at the
picnic and the upcoming July events. Please remember
that comments and suggestions are always welcome.

Jeff Lillo
jlillo@msn.com

Waterfall Train
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Convention Report
DGRS members and two members of the Northern Colorado Garden Railroaders attended
the 2021 NGRC in Nashville to promote the 2022 NGRC in Denver. Adorned in their bright
red 2022 NGRC tee-shirts, they stood out on the train and bus rides, layout tours, in the
vendor hall, clinics and the hotel.

This will be the ninth National Garden Railway Convention hosted by DGRS and attendees
of previous Denver conventions all had fond memories of those conventions and all the
other railroad related attractions they visited in Colorado. We frequently heard “see you next
year” and “see you in Denver” from many of the Nashville attendees. Eighty people added
their names and email addresses to our blast email directory. A large poster of the
convention caboose was on display in our vendor hall booth and elicited many positive
responses. While Michele Miller was contacting and contracting vendors, I did some
shopping and visited with the editors of GR News and Garden Trains. Both agreed to
provide free advertisements for our convention in their publications. The new owners of
Split-Jaws Rail Clamps were the first to sign a vendor contract and give us a deposit. Since
returning home, Michele has mailed several more contracts and estimates we already have
verbal commitments for 60 plus vendor booths. With many more vendors yet to be
contacted. Coast-to-Coast, our pipe and drapes provider is currently designing a floor plan
to accommodate a minimum of 100 booths in the Crowne Plaza Convention Center. Also,
several vendors have reserved full page ads in the convention book.
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We are finally receiving cost estimates from the various service providers and attractions
required to price each of the numerous convention registration options. I expect the
registration package will be finalized and available on the convention website by late June or
early July. The Colorado Railroad Museum has generously offered free admission to all
registered convention attendees and offered use of the pavilion for the BBQ. We will
reciprocate with a free full-page ad in the convention directory. Thanks to all the DGRS
members that had their layouts on tour last weekend. Nashville offered tours of 4 to 5
layouts per day for 4 days. Layout tours are one of the primary reasons people attend the
conventions and I would like to be able to offer 10 per day for four days next year. If you
have an established layout but are unable to participate in this year’s club tours, you may
still be eligible for the Convention tours.
See you at the DGRS picnic and swap meet. Check out the National Garden Railroad
Convention 2022 site here!

Doug Mayes

Https://www.ngrc2022.org/

DGRS Members in Nashville

Big Spenders at the Nashville Convention
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It is way past
time to pay your
dues for this
year:
Annual dues for 2021 are
$48 for a family
membership, or $36 for an
individual.
Mail your check to: Al
Blount, 6038 Iris Way,
Arvada, CO 80004.
If you want your
membership card, please
include a self-addressed
stamped envelop with your
check.

Garden Railway
Club Newsletters
This section is an opportunity
for our members to learn
from the efforts, tips,
techniques, and news of
other garden railway clubs,
such as: Northern Colorado
Garden Railroaders, Rose
City Garden Railway Society,
Mile High Garden Railway
Society, Christchurch Garden
Railway Group, The Garden
Whistle New Zealand, Bay
Area GRS and others. Go to
www.denvergardenrailway.or
g/index.php/links-to-otherclubs/
Copyright 2021
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Museum Happenings
There has been a lot of activity at the DGRS museum
layout lately, lots of catching up to do with the garden and
to attend to needed equipment repairs. We also had
several special events that needed DGRS operators.
These special events included our first ever tour for
museum members (who were not also DGRS members)
to take a behind the scenes look at the garden railway
inside the fence. This event was proposed by CRRM
Executive Director Paul Hammond. I met several times
with Paul and CRRM staff members Rob Kramer and
Danielle Riebau to work out the details.
The tour started out with a power point presentation in the
main building upper gallery. Paul showed images of the
garden railway under construction and more of it in use.
He then talked about toy trains verses scale models and
the various scales of garden railway trains. Then they
were led out to the garden railroad. Several DGRS
members were there with displays of information about

Museum members get a guided tour of the garden railroad

aspects of garden railroading. For example, Michele
Miller had several examples of G Scale structures
including built up ready to use, kits plus materials for
scratch building. Stephanie Gilmore, CRRM Curator of
Collections, had a selection of printed materials about
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Social Media
If you have a Facebook
account, DGRS has a
Public group page
(Denver Garden Railway
Society).
Videos of the
operations and others are
posted there.
https://
www.facebook.com/
groups/970224199655068/
There also Public Groups
for:
G Scale Trains: https://
www.facebook.com/
groups/248809748503280/

July 2021
garden railroading.
Inside the garden railway we had Rae Ann Banks covering
all things to do with the garden. Peter Gagnon covered
power and controls including DCC with Luke Miller
operating the track power trains and one battery powered
locomotive for when the rain started up . Branford Banks
and Sam Kunugi were running live steam. It turned out to
be a cold and rainy day but the visitors really enjoyed the
tour as did all of us. Next year the HO Club will be
highlighted with a behind the scenes tour of their wonderful
layout.
Other events the DGRS operated for included “Boulder
County Free Admission day, “All things Engines”, “CRRM
Members Appreciation day and the annual “Golden Jam”
Fundraiser.

There are Closed groups
(that you have to join to see
information and posts) for:
LGB Train fans: https://
www.facebook.com/
groups/52647946993/
LGB Train Sales & Trades:
https://www.facebook.com/
groups/316404888778962/
GScale.Net:
h tt p s : / /
www.facebook.com/
groups/gscale/
G-Scale- Garden Trains:
https://www.facebook.com/
groups/268889036532980/
When you join Facebook,
you do not have to provide
any information that you do
not want to share with
others.
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Volunteers working in the rain

The garden is looking great thanks to a large donation of
annuals that Rae Ann and Bransford Banks made, plus
they donated several rolls of the plastic fence netting that
protects the garden.
We are having the yearly deluge of Cottonwood tree seeds
spread all over. Clean up of those keeps our members
busy!
Our first official museum work session was held on 6/12,
the first in almost a year. The crew cleaned up the garden
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DGRS Volunteers working at the museum
grounds, pulled weeds, cleaned out the pond, trimmed trees, cleaned up rolling stock, did
some track work and found several stripped gears in our trusty GP-30s.
The damaged tie strips in the live steam track have been replaced thanks to a donation of a
complete loop of new code 250 tie strips plus hardware by Mike Harris. The DGRS track
crew installed the strips and remounted the track. All 3 steam loops are now available for
use.
Thanks to all of you who signed up to run trains or work in the cold and rain or 100 degree
heat. No special operations are scheduled in July. August “Raise a Reader” on the 7th.
“Rail Fair” on the 14th. Member Appreciation Day on the15
A reminder to new members that there are a few requirements that need to be met in order
for you to operate trains at the museum. You must agree to work 8 hours a year to help
maintain the railway, pass a short written test and have some sessions where you operate
with already qualified members.
Call Don McCullough for more information at (303-421-4879) or call or text Alan Olson at
303-748-0957 or email alanno@comcast.net

Alan Olson
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World of 7½” Trains
Moving Rolling Stock to Run Trains
Introduction: In previous articles in this Newsletter, we described various trips on which
we’ve taken our ride-on trains. In those articles, we described with words and photos about
loading our rolling stock into our trailer so we could transport the rolling stock to various
layouts across the western states so we could run our ride-on trains. This article describes a
critical piece of equipment not only used to load our rolling stock to transport to other
layouts, but also used to move the rolling stock from our storage containers to the track at
the Larkspur Consolidated Railroad (LCRR). Photo 1 below shows this magical piece of
equipment – the home grown and hand-built loader.

Photo 1 – The Magical Loader

The Magical Loader in the above photo may not look impressive, but believe me we could
not run trains without it. It is an apparatus of simple design, but it can lift incredible loads
(600 – 700 pounds) to heights of about 6 feet.
Purpose: The purpose of the Loader is two-fold.
First, the Loader acts as a piece of transition track to facilitate moving locomotives
and rolling stock from our storage containers to the track that enters the main line.
As you can see from Photo 1, there are two sets of track visible on the right (inside
the container) and a set of tracks on the left that lead to the main line. We could not
Copyright 2021
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run track right into the container without compromising the tight fit of the doors to the
container. We wanted to keep the tight fit to the doors to inhibit critters from getting
into the container and deciding they wanted to use it as a home or wanted to chew
on parts of our equipment. So the best answer seemed to be to build a transition
track on steel rollers that could roll from side to side to allow the container doors to
be closed while maintaining the tight fit of the doors.
Second, the Loader acts as an elevator when we load the rolling stock into our trailer
to move the equipment to other layouts. Photo 2 below shows the lowest level of the
trailer that we use primarily for heavy locomotives. Photo 3 shows some rolling stock
on the second level. There is also a third level of track that folds down in the trailer
that provides for even more capacity for transporting our rolling stock.

Photo 2 – Lowest Level in Trailer

Photo 3 – Second Level in Trailer

Transition Track: So how does the
Loader act as a transition (or bridge)
track from the containers to the main
line?
Well, inside both storage
containers there are three sets of track
on which we store our locomotives and
rolling stock (see Photo 4). Yet we
have only one track that leads to the
main line (see Photo 6).
When we want to use one of our
locomotives or rolling stock, we open
the container doors, move the Loader
so it aligns with the track in the

Copyright 2021
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container, roll the equipment on to the
loader as in Photo 5.
Next, we move the Loader to the track
leading to the main line, such as Jim did in
Photo 6 below.

Photo 5 - Rolling the Locomotive onto the
loader

Photo 6 - Rolling off the Loader onto the Main Line

Loading the Trailer: So how does
the Loader facilitate loading our
equipment into the trailer? As we
move an item of equipment out of
the container, we roll it onto the
loader (as shown above), move the
loader laterally (like Kirk McGuire
and Dale are doing in Photo 7),
then raise the Loader with the
electric winch powering the
‘elevator ’, and then roll the
locomotive into the trailer as Dale
and Bob Leise are doing in Photo 8
below.
Photo 7 - Moving the Loader to the Trailer
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Photo 8 - Moving the Locomotive into theTrailer

When that locomotive is safely inside the trailer, we secure it to the floor, and go back for the
next piece of equipment. After all the equipment needed for the trip is loaded and secured
(such as in Photo 9), we close the trailer and head for the next adventure.

Photo 9 - All Equipment Loaded and Secured in the Trailer
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Importance of the Loader: Oddly enough, the Magical Loader may be the most important
piece of equipment in the LCRR. Without it, we cannot move locomotives and rolling stock
onto the main line, or load the locomotives and rolling stock into the trailer when we visit
other “ride-on” layouts. Without the Loader, our equipment would stay locked-up in the
containers, unable to be used anywhere. And to think the Magical Loader was the brainchild
of one person – Bob Leise who both designed and built it with scrap metal from his shop.
Yes, Bob had help with the idea after he visited several other layouts that used similar
equipment, but he still had to design and build it to work on the LCRR.

Jim Desautel

Fun with Railroad Friends at the DGRS Picnic -Swap Meet- Auction!
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Lastchance and Fairplay Railroad
This is the history of the Lastchance and Fairplay Railroad, which will be on tour in July
2021.
I was attempting to generally model a 1:20.3 narrow gauge steam era railroad, with an
emphasis on Colorado lines (RGS, C&S, D&RGW). Grades are steep (2-4%) and engines
struggle at many points on the line.
Construction of the Lastchance & Fairplay began in the spring of
2012 with a simple loop and a reversing loop to link our
neighbor Charlie Hannema’s line. We started with a track from
one property to the other, with a reversing loop at each end.
Unfortunately, after a major earthquake, stream shifting and
accidents, the line to
Hannema town fell into
disrepair. The line was
torn up and sold to pay
for the owner’s medical
bills.

In the Hendel county, the early immigrant
residents discovered a rare
mineral (Unobtainium) near Strawberry Hill.

Load of Unobtainium heading for the smelter

In order to access the minerals, a railway had to be
built to Strawberry hill. In order to do this, massive
clearing of the natural vegetation occurred.
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With the planned increase in traffic, the old line
to Strawberry hill was not able to take the new
leased engines, so an additional loop was
created to handle the traffic. A new cut was
made through Jackson Hill and the old track
provides a second loop for multiple operations.
Also a spur to the mine waste
processing operation (garage) was built.

With the large natural resources in the
area, the town of Lastchance sprung up and
grew up over the years with Mr. R. Murdock
investing in a newspaper for the town and Mr.
Wm. Weatherman providing metrological
services.
Mr. Bob Small built most of the town
buildings, but all the residents say that they
are too cramped and small. Since he is only
4’8”, he had no idea that there were big
people.
Craftsmen of European descent
constructed the other buildings around the
town. But most of the contractors had no standards for the building dimensions. The town
has most services needed by the residents and the local celebrity bear.
As with most Colorado mining
operations, the native strawberries were
mostly cleared for mining operations.
After mining a good deal of the
minerals, the mining tailings had
replaced any vegetation and it was just
a barren hill. The town was hoping for a
grant from the EPA to return the land to
the original state.
Recently, several buildings were
replaced with additional funds from the
mining operations.
The old stone
station, which burnt down, was replaced
by a freight station and a new
passenger station was built on the main line.
Copyright 2021
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the winter storms destroyed his old one. His kids have grown up (but his wife is still
producing) and his son (Smokin’ Bob) built a car barn to store their autos and hot rods.
A massive hailstorm in 2018 caused
millions in damages and a lot of the
residents were severely injured. FEMA
president Bob Poncar, came to the rescue
with additional staffing, construction
materials and an armadillo.

Some of FEMA people have remained to
savor the good life in Lastchance and
Fairplay.

Since there were a lot of settlers of recent
European descent, they were dismayed by the lack of quality passenger facilities. In 2020,
with the help of the government, FEMA money and economic stimulus, they funded a new
passenger service using a Swiss Rhätische Bahn Allegra to serve the community and
provide service to the mountainous landscape.
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Recently, Farmer Bubba Caleb, who made a considerable sum of money from the cutting of
the 22x size trees in the town, built a brand new farm house, with indoor plumbing, to keep
his wife happy and room for all the kids (she still has a few young ones).
The EPA finally made good on fixing up Strawberry Hill with the addition of trees and a
grassy meadow. Some of the residents of European descent decided it looked a lot like
Switzerland and moved their homes up to the hill area. The large red mountain (TelCable
rock) looked like a good spot for a cable car, so they are building a tourist attraction and a
station to serve the cable car. Bubba’s old farm house was moved, along with the outhouse,
to be near the fire station, in case the young new residents (Smokin’ Bob’s friends) were
careless with their smoking.
The town still has several projects planned. such as converting the old water mill to a
sewage treatment facility, updating the buildings (especially the 3 story emporium) and
enlisting the help of a travel agency to get more tourists. We’ll see next year.

Pete Hendel

Clinics Report
On May 22nd, Jerry and Mary Driver hosted a triple clinic addressing four topics –
incorporating LED lights into your layout, adding succulents to your layout, decaling rolling
stock, and replacing a motor in an Aristocraft locomotive.
LED Lights: Pete Hendel led a
very informative discussion on
understanding the basics of LED
lights, understanding the symbols
in LED schematics, how to test
volt capacity of LED lights, and
powering LED lights using solar
cells.
He described the
availability of commercial LED
lights, and the cost vs ease-ofuse decisions on whether to use
commercial LEDs or assemble
our own using parts readily
available online. Pete wrappedup the clinic by giving away baggies of parts the participants could use to build-their-own
LED lights.
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Tr a n s p l a n t i n g a n d
dividing succulents
Cherylene Evans gave a
demonstration on dividing
succulents, tips on planting
succulents to give them the
best chance of growing,
and tips on watering (or not
watering) succulents in the
railway.
Cherylene and
Cindy Desautel brought
some of their succulents
and small pots so those
attendees who wanted,
could divide some of the
succulents presented and
take them home.

Applying Decals to Rolling Stock Ron Kaiser
presented a clinic on his techniques for applying
decals to rolling stock and/or buildings. Ron has
significant experience in using decals, and he
shared some of his secrets and techniques, and
provided examples of his work. One of the unique
aspects of Ron’s clinic was it was a video tape.
Ron actually prepared a 20-minute video showing
his approach, and along the way providing tips and
techniques for anyone who wants to try their hand
at applying decals to buildings or rolling stock. The
best part is that soon, that video will be available
through the DGRS library selection, run by Keith
Pershing.
Replacing a Motor in a U-25 Aristocraft Diesel
Locomotive After Ron completed his clinic, we
still had about 20 minutes before the day was
scheduled to end, so I (Jim D.) used PowerPoint
slides to show how to remove the housing from a U-25 in order to gain access to the motor,
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remove the old motor, install the new motor, and attach
the wires. In preparing for the clinic, I actually replaced
the motor, and documented the steps taken to remove
the housing, remove the old motor, cut the wires,
reattach the wires to the new motor, and install the new
motor. That whole process went as planned, except
after installation the new motor did not function
properly. So the last slide I showed described possible
reasons for the motor not working correctly, and then I
ended the clinic.

Many of the attendees stayed for a while visiting with
each other, but a few came over to the table that the
locomotive was sitting on, and looked it over. They
came to a consensus that the reason the motor wasn’t
functioning properly was I used the incorrect type of motor. They drew that conclusion
because the new motor only had two wires coming from the housing to provide power to the
motor, but there were no wires bringing power from the track, through the wheels, and then
to the electrical component that then provided power to the motor. The motor I removed was
a 4-wire motor, but the replacement was only a 2-wire motor, and depended on power from
the track to be drawn by brushes on the outside of the wheel rather than internal from the
wheels to the motor. So I humbly thank all those who stayed behind to provide their insight
to me, and I will hopefully install the correct motor before our Open House in July.
But wait, there is more. Pete Hendel provided copies of his handouts for the LED clinic,
and the handouts can be obtained by sending an email to Jim D
(jimandcindydesautel@yahoo.com) and he will send you the handouts. They are not
included here as there are eight pages of handouts, and it might make the Newsletter too
cumbersome. So if you want the handouts, just send Jim a note.

Jim Desautel
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July Calendar
Saturday July 10

Garden Railroad
Tours

SouthWest Area

Descriptions, times
and Directions will be
emailed to members

Sunday July 11

Garden Railroad
Tours

SouthWest Area

Descriptions times
and Directions will be
emailed to members

Tuesday July 27

General Meeting and Chris and Nola
Ice Cream Social
Greenwald’s home
Program: Choosing
perennials for your
layout.

2060 S. Joliet Street
Aurora, CO 80014
7 PM.

Sat-Sun Aug. 14-15

Garden Railroad
Tours

South East Area

Descriptions times
and Directions will be
emailed to members

Saturday,Aug. 21

Boreas Pass
Railroad Day 2021

Como, Colorado

Denver South Park &
Pacific Historic
Society,
www.dspph.org
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